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Modus objectives and consortium
High-level objective of Modus to analyse 
how performance of the overall European 
transport system can be optimised by 
considering the entire door-to-door journey 
holistically and considering air transport 
within an integrated, intermodal approach
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Grant no. 891166
Duration: June 2020 – November 2022
https://modus-project.eu/
(More on day 3)
Overview
• Indicator qualities and challenges
• What indicators should do, and why it’s difficult 
• Current frameworks
• Comparing air and rail; intermodal context
• Capturing multimodal performance
• Transformation and resilience 
• Modus modelling context




Capturing multimodal performance 
Indicator qualities and challenges
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• preferably to the point of being simple
Pertinent
• accurately reflect the aspect of performance being measured
Stable
• can’t refine them from one period to another without losing comparability
Sensitive
• a balance; functional specification (e.g. objective data) & scale (e.g. subjective data)
Some challenges
• indicators often limited by data availability (objective and subjective)
• may be difficult to respond to new data or methods, and maintain stability
• if (too) simple, may not afford the best understanding of system dynamics
• appropriate discriminatory power (pax cf. flights; types of pax; hubs cf. network) 
• avoiding proliferation – adding new indicators only where added value is clear
• trade-offs between these desirable properties often necessary
Indicator qualities and challenges
Trees, woods, logs – user friendly?
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ICAO Global ATM operational concept (‘Doc 9854’)
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KPA Name Meaning
1 Access and equity
“all airspace users have right of access to the ATM resources needed to meet their specific 
operational requirements [...] shared use of airspace by different users”
2 Capacity
“meet airspace user demands at peak times and locations while minimizing restrictions on 
traffic flow [...] resilient to service disruption”
3 Cost effectiveness “cost of service [...] should always be considered when evaluating any proposal to improve ATM”
4 Efficiency
“airspace users want to depart and arrive at the times they select and fly the trajectory they 
determine to be optimum”
5 Environment
“contribute to the protection of the environment by considering noise, gaseous
emissions and other environmental issues”




“uniform principles [...] non-discriminatory global and regional traffic flows”
8 Participation “ATM community [...] continuous involvement in the planning, implementation and operation”
9 Predictability “ATM service providers to provide consistent & dependable levels of performance”
10 Safety “highest priority [...] uniform safety standards [...] applied systematically”
11 Security
“protection against [...] intentional acts (e.g. terrorism) or unintentional acts (e.g. human error, 
natural disaster) ”
Current frameworks
SES Performance Scheme: binding
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RP Effective
EU-wide binding KPIs (NB. Other PIs and monitoring are in place)
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safety management 











shown; not designed 
for traffic collapse; new 
PPs by OCT21; reach 
ATFM targets sooner)
Continued application 
of EoSM “levels”; a 
“counterbalance” w.r.t. 
capacity and cost 
efficiency
... KEA falling to 
2.40%, for 2022-24
(KEP now downgraded 
to indicator, from KPI, 
so no targets. It was a 
KPI only in 2019.) 
Relaxed to 0.9 
min/flight in 
2020, falling to 
0.5 by 2023
 1.9% 2.7% p/a
(& national KPIs 








European ATM MP (Ed. 2020): ambitions
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2035: average dep. delay: 6.5-8.5 mins/flight
(upper: 32% improvement) 
Current frameworks
KPIs for Shift2Rail JU
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Shift2Rail, Consolidated annual activity report 2019 (2020) (p. 194)
Current frameworks
KPIs for Shift2Rail JU
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• “The KPI reliability and punctuality is measured as a 50% decrease of late arrivals mainly 
caused by unreliability of technologies”
• Technologies evaluated w.r.t. 4 scenarios called System Platform Demonstrators (SPDs)
• With technology demonstrators within 5 Innovation Programmes (IPs): defined in S2R MP 
• Only EU binding regulations for rail are w.r.t. safety and interoperability
(Life cycle cost)




































Capacity  Predictability  Environment  (Cost  ) (interdependencies)
Need to monetise as much as possible (high-level ambitions, cascade into indicators)
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1-10 scale, ‘early’ sensitivity 










Bootstrapping often a good bet
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Measures the effect of an investment mechanism w.r.t. the cost of disturbance without the 
mechanism: Rc = 1 complete cost recovery; Rc = 0 no cost recovery. 
NB. Small numbers at network level: improved pax wait rules, RC = 0.06




Scenarios and use cases
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
(Especially rail cf. air provision, e.g. extended short-haul restrictions; pax behaviour)
Modus modelling context
Scenarios and use cases
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
RC
• Use cases – e.g. service recovery at five hubs, 
across scenarios: two of which have enhanced 
ticketing interoperability
• Node-centric – e.g. (loss of) intermodal centrality; 
cf. IMHOTEP: A-CDM intermodal integration
• Absorptive & adaptive resilience – challenge 
identifying input costs
KPIs






Generalised cost = monetary + non-monetary
€ticket + €time (D2D, productive, waiting ...) + €σ + €... 
Connectivity
D2D? Intra-city? Intra-node? Cost? Time? Frequency? Reliability? Ease? Choice? ... 
(trade-offs?)
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sets upper output 
score of 10
(NB. The plot shows transformed percentages)
Capturing multimodal performance
Bootstrapping
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